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ABSTRACT

1

Cloud computing has seen continuous growth over the last decade.
The recent rise in popularity of next-generation applications brings
forth the question: “Can current cloud infrastructure support the
low latency requirements of such apps?” Specifically, the interplay
of wireless last-mile and investments of cloud operators in setting
up direct peering agreements with ISPs globally to current cloud
reachability and latency has remained largely unexplored.
This paper investigates the state of end-user to cloud connectivity over wireless media through extensive measurements over
six months. We leverage 115,000 wireless probes on the Speedchecker platform and 195 cloud regions from 9 well-established
cloud providers. We evaluate the suitability of current cloud infrastructure to meet the needs of emerging applications and highlight
various hindering pressure points. We also compare our results to
a previous study over RIPE Atlas. Our key findings are: (i) the most
impact on latency comes from the geographical distance to the datacenter; (ii) the choice of a measurement platform can significantly
influence the results; (iii) wireless last-mile access contributes significantly to the overall latency, almost surpassing the impact of the
geographical distance in many cases. We also observe that cloud
providers with their own private network backbone and direct peering agreements with serving ISPs offer noticeable improvements in
latency, especially in its consistency over longer distances.

Cloud computing has become the core enabler for an ever-increasing
growth of networked services on the Internet over the past decade [21].
Cloud providers have made significant investments to expand their
global footprint, not just by deploying datacenters in new locations [9] but also installing private backbones interconnecting vast
geographical regions [8, 29, 90], deploying Point-of-Presence (PoPs)
at Intenet eXchange Points (IXPs) [2] and colocation facilities [47]
closer to their customers [67]. Due to these advancements in the
backbone, the cloud infrastructure was able to handle the sudden
rise in user traffic as the majority population moved to work-fromhome model around the globe in 2020 [31].
Beyond improving cloud computing infrastructure, interest has
recently grown in “edge computing”, a paradigm deploying compute
servers closer to the users and outside the managed cloud infrastructure, e.g., on ISP premises [28] or in city-owned buildings [53]. The
trend of edge computing is primarily driven by a widespread belief
that the current cloud infrastructure is too sparsely deployed to support the latency requirements of next-generation mission-critical
applications [23], such as AR/VR [56], autonomous vehicles [49], etc.
However, the cloud infrastructure has improved dramatically since
the inception of edge computing in 2009 [72]. Along with advances
in the backbone, cloud hypergiants have also invested heavily in
installing new datacenters in previously under-provisioned locations [76]. Furthermore, many new small-to-medium-sized cloud
providers, such as Vultr, Linode, DigitalOcean, etc., have entered the
market and focus their services on specific geographical regions.
However, the growth in the cloud ecosystem has remained largely
unnoticed by researchers. This can be primarily attributed to a
shortage of impartial studies that investigate the state of cloud
reachability and the factors that impact it globally. Few previous
works in this space are either out-of-date since they do not capture the recent expansion of cloud infrastructure [48], cover only
a limited set of cloud providers [8], or use vantage points that do
not consider users in home environments using wireless connectivity [22]. In this paper, we plug this gap in research by providing a
well-rounded, comprehensive analysis of cloud connectivity representative of the majority of real Internet users across the globe.
Specifically, we make the following key contributions in this paper:
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INTRODUCTION

(1) We conduct a large-scale measurement study spanning over six
months targeting the compute cloud regions of nine major cloud
providers with a global presence - totalling 195 datacenters deployed
in 28 countries (§3.1). We use 115,000 probes in 140 countries from
the commercial measurement platform Speedchecker [52] as our
vantage points. Speedchecker probes are end-user mobile devices
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deployed in thousands of networks across the globe (§3.2). Our
vantage point selection allows us to assess cloud connectivity from
ASes that are estimated to host 95.6% of the world’s Internet users.
We measure user-to-cloud latency (ping) and path (traceroute)
over TCP and ICMP, respectively. We find that the geographical
location of the datacenter has the most impact on cloud access
latency as users in under-provisioned continents (like Africa or
South America) get significantly worse performance than North
America or Europe. For large parts of Africa and South America,
traversing long undersea cables to reach datacenters in neighbouring better-provisioned continents can result in lower overall latency
compared to relying on limited in-continent options.
(2) We compare our Speedchecker measurements to the previous
reachability experiments conducted over 8000+ RIPE Atlas probes
deployed in 184 countries targeting the same cloud regions (§4.2).
We find that the Atlas probes achieve significantly lower latency in
all continents (except South America, due to skewed probe distribution in countries hosting datacenters) almost consistently. Further
investigation reveals the primary contributing factors to be (a) the
wired nature of last-mile access of Atlas hardware probes; and (b)
often managed (and non-residential) deployment locations of the
probes. As a result, we find that the choice of measurement platform significantly affects the measurement results and analyses
outcomes as RIPE Atlas may not accurately represent the connectivity of typical Internet users. On the other hand, the results over
RIPE Atlas are a good yardstick for estimating cloud reachability
for enterprise (non-residential) customers of cloud providers.
(3) As the Speedchecker probes use WiFi or cellular connections
to access the Internet, we also isolate the impact of a wireless
last-mile on overall cloud access latency (§5). We find that for a
large majority of the population, wireless last-mile still acts as the
primary bottleneck in user’s path to cloud - taking almost 40-50% of
the total median latency globally. Compared to measurements from
RIPE Atlas probes using wired connections, wireless can account
for 2-3× additional latency. Since future applications will continue
to rely on wireless medium irrespective of computing being handled
by cloud or edge, the last-mile will make support for latency-critical
applications quite problematic. Interestingly, we find that the type
of wireless access (WiFi vs. cellular) does not have a significant
impact on end-to-end latency as both connection types show similar
variations in last-mile.
(4) We identify different types of interconnections that exist between ISPs and cloud providers and quantify the performance differences caused by them (§6). Our client-facing peering analysis
reveals that the inbound traffic towards big-3 hypergiant cloud
providers (Amazon, Microsoft, and Google) avoids the public Internet paths altogether, thanks to direct peering agreements between
these providers and the majority of serving ISPs globally. However,
our findings show that latency performance benefits of setting up
direct peering are limited in developed continents like Europe as
public Internet is well-provisioned and offers minimal overhead.
On the other hand, in developing regions such as Asia, direct (or
private) peering, along with the use of private WAN, results in significant improvement in latency variations – allowing connections
to achieve consistent latencies even while traversing large geographical distances. As a result, the approach seems to be the best fit in
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continents where a cloud provider intends to deliver a consistent
quality-of-service to its clients despite limited motivation to deploy
new datacenters.
To foster reproducibility, we publish our collected dataset of 3.8M
ping and 7+M traceroute measurements at [60] and scripts at [25].
Additionally, readers can find other supporting datasets related to
our study at https://cloudreachability.github.io/.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
2.1 Cloud Access over the Internet
Significant efforts have been made over the years to understand the
connectivity and latencies within the Internet at different levels.
Researchers have focused on mapping an accurate representation of
the Internet topology at router level [10, 11], AS-level [35, 57], and
PoP-level [77]. Based on these works, several studies have shined a
light on how recent advancements in cloud expansion - with the
rise of IXPs [2, 46] and cloud-owned private WANs [8, 29] - have
resulted in the “flattening” of traditionally hierarchical Internet
topology [9]. The endeavours to reduce overheads of the transit
Internet backbone have also been fuelled by significant competition
within new and existing cloud providers, all contending to control
the multi-billion-dollar cloud services market [36].
However, despite these advancements assisting cloud infrastructure, efforts to evaluate global cloud access latency have remained
fairly limited. Related works on the subject were either conducted
before the growth of cloud networks [48] or focused on a single
cloud provider [45]. Others have concentrated on either analyzing the impact of private WAN from within the cloud network to
client ISP [9] or for providing multi-cloud inter-connectivity [92].
ThousandEyes annual report in 2019 [86] compared latency for
five different cloud providers, but only utilized 98 vantage points
- all hosted in datacenters. Corneo et al. [22] conducted a global
cloud reachability study targeting nine different cloud providers
globally (same as this study) but over RIPE Atlas platform [81].
However, RIPE Atlas is known to be influenced by deployment
biases as many vantage points are hosted within managed infrastructures, e.g., premises of network service providers, educational
institutes, etc. [12, 14, 78] – hence not accurately representing the
connectivity of real Internet users globally.
The study by Arnold et al. [8] is most noteworthy to us. The
focus of author’s work was to isolate (possible) latency gains when
using cloud provider’s private WAN compared to the public Internet. The authors used Speedchecker probes [52] as vantage points
(same as this study) and targeted their 22 VM-based endpoints (11
using private WAN and 11 using public Internet) deployed in two
hypergiant cloud networks - Amazon and Google. In contrast to [8],
the focus of this study is to analyze the reachability and impact of
cloud expansion for Internet users across the globe. As a result, we
use 195 compute cloud regions operated by nine different providers
(with a mix of hypergiants and small providers) as endpoints. As
such, our study presents a broader overview and gives us an accurate insight into real Internet user metrics when they connect to
the cloud for accessing a myriad of networked services.
Since we aim to understand if the growth in current cloud infrastructure is feasible for supporting the latency requirements of
mission-critical applications for Internet users globally, we use the
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following QoE directives [59] when discussing the latency aspects
of this study (§4). Motion-to-Photon (MTP) is the delay between
user input, and it’s reflecting on the display, which is estimated to
be ≈ 20 ms. Keeping below this threshold is a strict requirement for
immersive applications like AR and VR to avoid motion sickness
and dizziness. Human Perceivable Latency (HPL) of ≈ 100 ms
is the threshold when a user starts to experience lags - and is influential for applications such as cloud gaming. Human Reaction
Time (HRT) denotes the delay difference between a visual stimulus and the associated motor response and is estimated to be ≈ 250
ms. The threshold guides the operation of applications involving
human-controlled tasks like remote surgery.

2.2

Last-Mile Latencies

The “last-mile” is generally regarded as the segment connecting the
end-user to its ISP, either via wired or wireless access technology.
Previous efforts have focused on studying the characteristics of
fixed broadband at a large scale [18, 33, 83, 87]. In [13], the authors
investigated last-mile latency from residential probes in Europe
and the United States, not including latencies within the home
network. Despite the fixed connection to the managed backhaul,
previous studies on the topic have revealed last-mile to be the
primary congestion and latency bottleneck [33].
While significant efforts have been made to analyze isolated
characteristics of wireless technology [75, 84], there is a significant
lack of visibility in understanding the impact of wireless on Internet connectivity at a large scale. The reason for this is primarily
two-fold. Firstly, studies on this topic rely heavily on specialized
monitoring methods, such as deploying custom hardware [70], using third-party datasets [83], designing trusted toolchains [68], or
setting up large-scale operational networks [82]. Secondly, there
is a lack of publicly-accessible global measurement platforms that
allow researchers to conduct network experiments over wirelessequipped probes. For example, vantage points of publicly-accessible
large-scale measurement platforms (such as RIPE Atlas, PlanetLab)
are majorly deployed in fixed managed networks [14]. As a result,
most research relies on setting up custom, short-lived, measurement
platform targeting limited geographical regions [65, 89]. However,
understanding the impact of the wireless last-mile from a global
perspective has become an increasingly important factor in assessing cloud access latency; specially because cloud providers do not
have much influence on this part of the connection as it is mainly
controlled by regional Internet service providers (ISPs).
In this work, we leverage Speedchecker’s extensive network of
wireless-enabled vantage points to plug this gap in this field of
research. Being a commercial measurement platform, only limited
studies have utilized Speedchecker in the past [7, 8, 34]. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to estimate the impact
and consistency of the WiFi and cellular link while accessing the
compute infrastructure of popular cloud providers globally (§5).

2.3

Cloud Peering Interconnections

Despite significant investment in infrastructure and private WAN
deployment, part of traffic to cloud network is handled by tenant’s serving ISP. To gain more control of their client path into
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their managed network, cloud operators leverage several interconnection approaches to bypass the public Internet altogether
– resulting in the Internet “flattening” [9]. One possibility is using cloud exchanges [91], IXPs [15], and colocation facilities [47]
which facilitate dedicated peering interconnections within managed
third-party datacenter environments. For such interconnections,
cloud providers get into a contractual agreement with service ISPs
globally by signing a Letter of Authority and Customer Facility
Assignment (LOA-CFA) [39]. This allows cloud providers to bypass
any inbound tenant traffic originating from those service providers
the transit providers altogether [9]. Direct peering enables cloud
providers to skip many ASes on a path, thus allowing them to control a significant portion of their tenant connection and achieve
high reliability and reduced latency [40].
If the tenant ISP prefers to not directly peer with the cloud
provider, they can privately peer at the premises of a third-party
transit provider hosting an edge point-of-presence (PoP) for that
cloud [38]. These entities offer secure and private layer-3 connectivity and can be used by several cloud providers. Such interconnections are commonly referred to as Private Network Interconnects
(PNI) [2, 38] and allows cloud providers to circumvent tenant-side
regional transit connections, offering a much shorter path to their
private WANs. For example, Arnold et al. [9] found networks of
hypergiant cloud providers, i.e., Google, Amazon, and Microsoft, to
have significantly high reachability with ASes globally, allowing
them to be increasingly independent of Tier-1 and Tier-2 ISPs for
transporting their traffic in the Internet. Paths without any special
peering setup traverse the regular hierarchical public Internet.
Previous works have studied the impact of peering relationships
by triggering active measurements from within cloud provider networks [9, 90], colocation facilities [63] and edge PoPs [74]. Arnold
et al. [8] investigated the private WAN offerings within Amazon and
Google networks. While the focus of [8] was to isolate the impact
of cloud private WANs on routing in the Internet, we concentrate
on uncovering possible QoS advantages enjoyed by cloud providers
with (to without) private WANs from an end-user’s perspective.
Our study extends their efforts by making a wider endpoint selection that includes datacenters from nine different cloud providers –
both with and without a private WAN deployment (see §6).

3 MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
3.1 End-Points Selection
Since the aim of our analysis is to provide a comprehensive analysis
of cloud reachability and factors affecting it globally, our provider
selection was influenced by factors such as geographical presence,
private WAN deployment, etc. We chose 195 cloud regions operated
by nine different cloud providers as end-points, namely, Amazon,
Google, Microsoft Azure, IBM, Oracle, Alibaba, DigitalOcean, Linode, and Vultr. Table 1 shows the distribution of our endpoints
across continents, and Figure 1a shows their deployment density
across the globe. For every provider, we filtered cloud regions that
support compute services (e.g., Amazon ec2, Google compute engine, etc.) and retrieved the hostname of a public VM hosted in that
region by CloudHarmony [20]. Some providers, such as Amazon,
Google, Microsoft, etc., have built massive private WANs to shield
tenant traffic from public Internet [76]. Furthermore, as discussed
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(a) Distribution of datacenters operated by nine major cloud (b) Distribution of 115,000+ Speedchecker Android probes used in
providers (see table 1 for per-provider distribution).
our experiments.

Figure 1: Global coverage of our measurement setup. Cloud datacenters in (a) represent our endpoints, and Speedchecker
probes in (b) are the vantage points for our measurements.
public paths [44]. Table 1 also shows whether a cloud provider has a
fully-private (Private), private within a continent (Semi), or a public
Internet-based (Public) network backbone. We also include datacenters operated by Alibaba Cloud due to their immense presence
in Asia, especially concentrated in China [3].
<10
10-50
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>200

3.2
EU 5574

AS 1083

NA 866

AF 261

SA 216

OC 289

Figure 2: Distribution of 8500+ RIPE Atlas probes used by
Corneo et al. [22].

in §2.3, these providers also deploy edge PoPs and sign contractual
agreements with ISPs across the globe to directly peer user traffic
into their WAN, avoiding transit paths altogether (we analyze the
impact of such peering agreements on cloud reachability and path
ownership in §6) [8, 19]. On the other hand, small-to-medium-sized
providers such as Vultr and Linode, rely heavily on the public Internet for transporting their traffic horizontally (between datacenters)
and vertically (between users and datacenters) [22]. Providers, such
as DigitalOcean and IBM, only establish private backbones in certain geographical regions and use private interconnects to avoid
Table 1: Global density of cloud provider endpoints, and
their backbone network infrastructure.

Amazon EC2 (AMZN)
Google (GCP)
Microsoft (MSFT)
Digital Ocean (DO)
Alibaba (BABA)
Vultr (VLTR)
Linode (LIN)
Amazon Lightsail (LTSL)
Oracle (ORCL)
IBM (IBM)
Total

Datacenters per continent
EU NA SA AS AF OC
6
6
1
6
1
1
6
10
1
8
1
14 10
1
15
2
4
4
6
1
2
2
16
1
4
9
1
1
2
5
3
1
4
4
4
1
4
4
1
7
2
6
6
1
52 62
4
62
3
12

Backbone
N/W
Private
Private
Private
Semi
Semi
Public
Public
Private
Private
Semi

Vantage Points Selection

Speechecker vantage points. The primary source of data collection in this study comes from our experiments over vantage
points (VP) from Speedchecker platform [52]. Speedchecker is a
global measurement platform that hosts several hundred thousand
softwareized probes in over 170 countries; almost all of which are
deployed exclusively in user devices and closely reflect true enduser experience. The platform allows researchers to use an API
to trigger and record active network measurements (traceroute,
ping, HTTP GET, etc.) [51]. Probes on Speedchecker are divided into
three broad categories based on their operating platform - router,
PC, and Android. For our experiments, we only utilized Android
probes due to two reasons. First, we found that throughout our
measurement campaign, Android VPs had the largest share of the
total probes on the platform (≈ 89%) - around 470,000 probes deployed globally, of which at least 29,000 were available at any given
time. Second, we verified from Speedchecker management team
that the majority of Android probes are deployed in real user mobile phones and thus rely on wireless last-mile (WiFi/cellular) to
connect to the Internet. Throughout our measurement period, we
used upwards of 115,000 Speedchecker probes distributed in over
140 countries worldwide, the country-wise distribution of which is
shown in Figure 1b (refer to Appendix A.1 for deployment density
based distribution of VPs used in this study).
RIPE Atlas Dataset: We correlate and compare our active measurements over Speedchecker to cloud reachability study over RIPE
Atlas platform [66] conducted by Corneo et al. [22]. RIPE Atlas is a
global Internet measurement platform, driven by network enthusiasts, that includes thousands of small hardware and software probes
deployed across the globe. The dataset includes ICMP pings and
TCP traceroutes collected from over 8500+ Atlas probes to the same
set of cloud regions shown in Table 1. Corneo et al. conducted the
study between September 2019 to September 2020, and the 60GB+
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dataset includes ≈ 4M unique probe-to-cloud paths and ≈2.3M ping
data points. The dataset is available publicly at [30].
Speedchecker VP coverage is significantly higher than RIPE
Atlas. Throughout our measurement study, we found that the number of connected Speedchecker probes consistently surpassed those
of RIPE Atlas. For example, while RIPE Atlas offers ≈ 9K+ active
probes, Speedchecker allows researchers to utilize ≈ 29K+ probes
at any given time out of its 115K total available probes. More importantly, the geographical deployment density and availability
of Speedchecker is much more comprehensive. The geographic
distribution of Speedchecker and RIPE Atlas probes used in our
study is shown in Figure 1b and 2 respectively. While VPs from
both platforms are highly concentrated within Europe and North
America, Speedchecker’s probe density per geographical distance
(a.k.a. geoDensity) is almost 12× in EU and 6× in NA compared
to Atlas. Additionally, unlike Atlas, Speedchecker has at least 200
VPs in almost all countries within these two continents. Germany,
Great Britain, Iran, and Japan have the densest VP coverage in
Speedchecker, boasting of 5,000+ available probes. The platform’s
coverage advantage is especially evident in developing regions
of the globe, i.e., countries in SA, Africa, and Asia, where probe
geoDensity is 30-40× higher than RIPE Atlas. However, despite
significant availability, VP coverage of both platforms within these
regions is relatively sparse, with most probes concentrated in only
a few countries (for geographical distribution based on “closeness”
of the probes, please refer to Appendix A.1).
From a networking perspective, Speedchecker coverage also
overshadows RIPE Atlas quite significantly. Compared to RIPE Atlas, Speedchecker offers ≈ 14× probes that are hosted in ≈ 12K ASes
(compared to 8K for RIPE Atlas VPs as reported in [22]). To quantify the reach of both platforms for real Internet users, we utilize
the user population per ASN dataset from Asia-Pacific Network
Information Centre (APNIC) [5]. The dataset estimates the Internet
user population coverage of ASes using ad-based measurements.
We find that our Speedchecker probes reside in ASes that cover
95.6% of the Internet user population. Conversely, RIPE Atlas [22]
only covers 69.2% of the population. It is also important to point
out that Speedchecker is also growing at an impressive pace as its
population reach has increased by ≈ 5% since 2019 [8]. Furthermore,
unlike the often privileged deployment of RIPE Atlas VPs within
managed (mostly wired) network environments (that captures the
state of connectivity of non-residential cloud customers) [12, 14, 78],
Speedchecker probes are hosted on end-user devices, and the resulting measurements traverse ISP paths reflecting real end-user
connectivity towards datacenters. Together, both Speedchecker and
RIPE Atlas provides us with a complementary yet most complete
picture of global user reachability to cloud till date.

3.3

Experiments

We are particularly interested in this work to analyze two key aspects of cloud connectivity: (i) state of real user latency to current
cloud deployment, especially over wireless paths, and (ii) understanding the impact of cloud provider’s investments in shortening tenant paths to their infrastructure on end-user connectivity.
To achieve this, we ran TCP pings and ICMP traceroutes from
Speedchecker VPs to cloud region endpoints. Both experiments
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were conducted in parallel for six-months, i.e., from October 2020
to April 2021. Our collected dataset is available at [60], and the
reproducibility (+ helper) scripts can be found at [25].
Statistics and Confidence. Unless otherwise specified in the rest
of the paper, we opt for median round trip latency as our primary
metric to assess user connectivity performance across multiple
cloud providers. Unlike mean, the median is resilient to outliers that
can occur due to bad performing probes, last-mile inconsistencies,
and other analysis artifacts [32]. For assessing last-mile access
variations (§5), we utilize all recorded measurements.
To make a statistically confident assessment in our analysis, we
calculate the minimum measurement sample size required for each
country. We define the required confidence interval for the meaˆ
𝑧 2 ×𝑝ˆ (1−𝑝)
surement as 𝑛 =
. Here, 𝑝ˆ is the population proportion,
𝜖2
𝑧 is the z-score, 𝜖 is the margin of error and 𝑛 is the target sample
size. Therefore, to achieve 95% confidence interval with 𝜖 = 2%, we
collect >2400 measurements per country.
Probe Selection and Experiment Configuration. Despite its
significant reach and probe density, we encountered several challenges while using the Speedchecker platform that influenced our
experiment setup. Firstly, we found that the majority of Android
probes on the platform were transient across days and only became
available for use unexpectedly. As a result, we were unable to explicitly trigger experiments over the same set of probes throughout
our measurement period and instead had to rely on the platform’s
in-built probe selection per geographical region. Secondly, we were
provided access to the platform with a limited measurement budget
that refreshed at the end of each day. To allow for global coverage
with reliable results, we took inspiration from the experimental
study of Arnold et al. [9]. Of our total per-day quota, we reserved
a few API calls for collecting information about connected VPs,
which we triggered at every four-hour interval. We logged all connected probe IDs, their IP addresses, connection type (router, PC,
or Android), city-specific geolocation, and ASN - which allowed
us to track consistently connected probes on the platform worldwide. We then configured our active network experiments to cycle
through every country of each continent with at least 100 probes
and targeted all cloud regions within the same continent. For VPs
in continents with low datacenter density, e.g., Africa and South
America, we also targeted datacenters in neighbouring continents,
i.e., Europe and North America (see §4.3). To not overload the platform with our measurement requests, we employed a self-imposed
rate limit of one measurement request/minute. It took us approximately two weeks to trigger experiments from all countries on the
platform, at the end of which we restarted the cycle.
We use TCP ping and ICMP traceroute to estimate end-toend latencies and distance between users and cloud datacenters,
respectively. Overall, we collected over 3.8M ping data points and
7+M unique traceroutes within our study period. The majority of
the data points are collected from probes in Europe (around 50%),
followed by Asia (≈20%) and North America (≈10%). Both Africa
and South America have almost similar overall contributions in
our dataset, with intra-continental taking the larger share over
inter-continental measurements (≈70-30 ratio).
We compared the end-to-end latencies from ICMP and TCP measurements over Speedchecker for each <country, datacenter>
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0
Figure 3: Median latency from Speedchecker VPs to the closest datacenter worldwide. Geographical “closeness” is still
the primary driving factor for better QoS as countries with
in-house cloud deployment achieve much lower latencies
than countries without. Africa shows the most uneven performance due to sparse and concentrated datacenter availability favoring southern countries.
pair and found little-to-no difference between the two protocols.
Latencies over TCP tend to be slightly lower than ICMP (within
2% range), which we attribute as possible outliers. The trend departs significantly in RIPE Atlas where ICMP latencies are consistently (and extensively) larger than TCP - especially in Asia, EU,
SA, and NA [22]. In both platforms, TCP has lower variance than
ICMP, although the median values of the two are comparable in
Speedchecker (see Figure 15 in Appendix A.2 for details). Therefore,
throughout the rest of the paper, we only use TCP latencies for
RIPE Atlas but use both TCP and ICMP interchangeably when analyzing Speedchecker experiments. We solely rely on latencies from
traceroutes when investigating the impact of wireless last-mile
(§5) and cloud-ISP peering agreements (§6) on cloud access.
Processing Traceroutes: We use PyASN [41] to resolve IP-level
traceroutes to AS-level paths. For any unresolved router hops (excluding those with private IP addresses) we use Team Cymru IP-toASN mapping tool [24]. We further query PeeringDB [1] and enrich
our AS-level topology with additional information, such as organization name, location, network type, etc. This phase allows us to
accurately identify the serving and transit ISPs on the path responsible for managing VP traffic. Furthermore, we specifically identify
the presence of Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) on user paths to
cloud using CAIDA IXP dataset [17]. We use GeoIPLookup [37] to
geolocate all on-path router hops. However, since such geolocation
databases are known to be quite inaccurate [50, 73], we refrain from
making any geographical ISP-to-cloud traffic routing assessments
in this study and leave that analysis for future work.

4

CLOUD ACCESS LATENCY

We now analyze the cloud access latencies from 115,000 Speedchecker wireless VPs and compare them against RIPE Atlas [22].

4.1

Intra-Continental Latency

We start by providing an overview of the access latencies at the
global scale shown in Figure 3. The world map represents the median RTT from ping measurements towards the closest 1 cloud datacenter (within the same continent) for each country with at least
1 Datacenter

with lowest mean latency over time is estimated to be closest to a probe.

PL

100

HRT

EU
NA
OC

200
300
Latency [ms]

SA
AS
AF

400

Figure 4: Distribution of all RTT values by all probes to
the nearest datacenter grouped by continent. The vertical
lines denote the strict latency thresholds desired by nextgeneration applications (see §2.1 for details).

100 Speedchecker probes. The color of the country denotes the
latency group (corresponding to latency requirements in §2.1) its
median latency lies in. Since only China is able to achieve median
RTT below MTP (i.e.s 20 ms), we keep the first latency group as
0-30 ms, all the way until HRT (250 ms). The red diamonds show
the approximate locations of cloud regions targeted in this study.
We observe that geographical deployment locations of datacenters have a significant impact on overall cloud performance
as countries with in-land datacenters exhibit the best median latency. Among these, China achieves the lowest latency (within MTP
bounds), followed by central and northern Europe, North America
and South America, India, South Africa, Oceania, and some Asian
countries, e.g., Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, etc. To gain further insight, we plot the distribution of (all) latency measurements
recorded by the probe to the nearest datacenter grouped by continents in Figure 4. The results show a very clear trend. Continents
well-provisioned with datacenters, i.e., Europe, North America, and
Oceania, exhibit very similar latency distributions. Users in these
continents can achieve the 100 ms HPL threshold with high probability (as evident by the 90% of the samples from these continents).
Keep in mind that the plot includes latency due to the wireless last
mile, which is known to be the primary bottleneck in an end-user’s
connection [84] (we investigate this in §5). However, achieving MTP
in these regions is difficult in the current state of cloud deployments.
We investigate the cause of this gap later in this paper.
Countries in continents with sparse datacenter deployments,
e.g., South America, Africa, and the Middle East, show significant
latency overheads. Within this group, Asia and South America
have similar distributions and meet the HPL threshold for roughly
80% of the latency samples, albeit the long tails. We believe the
primary contributor to be the significantly lower ratio of available
datacenters to total landmass area within these regions. Probes
deployed close to a datacenter enjoy quite low latency (see Brazil in
Figure 3), which degrades with increasing distances. This phenomenon is more prevalent in South America (Brazil, Argentina, and
Chile), Africa (Morocco, Egypt, Algeria), and Asia (India, Pakistan,
and Afghanistan) – resulting in significantly long tails in latency
distributions within these continents.

Cloudy with a Chance of Short RTTs

Takeaway — Achieving a consistent MTP threshold (≤ 20 ms)
is near impossible for Internet users around the globe. 96 out
of a total 120 countries can support application requirements
governed by HPL threshold (< 100 ms), and all countries, except
two in Africa, comply with the HRT threshold (250 ms).

4.2

Speedchecker vs. RIPE Atlas

We now compare our Speedchecker measurements to the RIPE
Atlas dataset from Corneo et al. [30]. Figure 5 shows the cumulative
distribution of differences in latencies recorded from all probes on
the two platforms to the nearest datacenter. For clarity, we crop
the long tails in this plot. Readers can refer to Figure 4 and [22] for
the distributions of all measurements from Speedchecker and RIPE
Atlas, respectively. Distributions leaning towards the left indicates
faster connectivity over Speedchecker; conversely, distributions
towards right implies RIPE Atlas is faster.
The result shows that Atlas probes enjoy slightly better connectivity in Europe and North America compared to Speedchecker.
The chasm between the platforms is greatest in Africa, where measurements over RIPE Atlas are significantly faster. The results make
sense when one considers the differences in probe deployment location and connectivity type between the two platforms. Within
Africa, almost all Atlas probes are situated near the south – physically closer to the in-continent DCs. On the other hand, a large portion of Speedchecker African probes is in the north (see 1b), which
takes significantly longer to access the DCs in south. Furthermore,
the majority of Atlas probes are hosted by network enthusiasts in
managed network environments and connect to the Internet via
wired access [12, 14, 78]. On the other hand, Speedchecker probes
are exclusively placed on the wireless last-mile since they are deployed as an Android application of end-user’s mobile devices [52].
We investigate the overheads due to wireless last-mile in §5.
As noted, most of the Atlas probes are concentrated close to
the datacenter locations (e.g., see Africa in Figure 2), which drives
latencies from these countries towards the lower end. Performance
differences between the two platforms is similar in Oceania and
Asia (∼ 60%) due to similar probe distributions and large geographic
distances between VPs and closest datacenters. On the other hand,
nearly 70% of the Speedchecker samples from South America are
faster than RIPE Atlas. Our explanation for this is as follows. The
South American RIPE Atlas dataset contains measurements from
probes which are more evenly spread throughout the countries, ≈
40% are located in Brazil (where the SA datacenters are). Conversely,
more than 80% of the Speedchecker probes are from Brazil, hence
delivering lower latency samples than RIPE.

1.00
Percentile

The worst performance-hit continent is Africa, where only < 10%
of latency samples are below the HPL threshold. Closer inspection
reveals that these samples belong to VPs near South Africa that
also host the only three datacenters endpoints within the continent
(correlation between DC deployment in Table 1 and probe availability in A.1). However, 65% of the latency samples satisfy the HRT
threshold, the remaining 35% do not. Interestingly, latency distributions from Africa also differ the most out of all continents when
compared between Speedchecker and RIPE Atlas platforms [22].
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Figure 5: Latency differences between all measurements
from Speechecker and RIPE Atlas VPs towards the nearest datacenter. The left side denotes samples where Speedchecker is faster, while the right side shows Atlas to be faster.
The long tails of the plot have been clipped to maintain
legibility. Atlas probes achieve significantly lower latencies
than Speedchecker due to their largely wired connectivity.
To achieve an apples-to-apples comparison, we filtered probes
from both platforms with the same <city, ASN> of the first hop
targeting the same datacenter endpoint. Figure 16 in Appendix A.3
shows the distribution of latency differences between measurements conducted over these probes. Since we did not find enough
probe intersection from the same <city, AS> in Africa, South
America, and Oceania, we exclude the results from these continents.
The result strengthens our arguments above as only a fraction of
latency samples in North America are faster in Speedchecker, while
for the rest RIPE Atlas achieves significantly lower latencies. While
our results highlight the influence of measurement platform on
derived conclusions, we are not criticizing the use of RIPE Atlas
for cloud measurements. Thanks to its largely wired and managed
deployment, RIPE Atlas probes are a good representation of enterprise customers of cloud providers. On the other hand, platforms
like Speedchecker provide an accurate reflection of end-user connectivity in home and mobile environments.
Takeaway — Measurements over RIPE Atlas generally deliver
lower latency compared to Speedchecker. This occurs because
the majority of Atlas probes are dedicated hardware devices that
connect to the backbone via a wired last-mile. On the other hand,
Speedchecker measurements provide a more accurate representation of real Internet user connectivity as the used probes are enduser Android devices connected via a wireless access medium.

4.3

Inter-Continental Latency

Previous results revealed that cloud connectivity can be significantly longer in continents with limited datacenter deployment [22].
Therefore we now analyze if the latencies within these regions
improve if the users connect to datacenters in neighbouring (betterprovisioned) continents. The aim of the analysis is to investigate if
shortcomings of sparse geographical datacenter deployments can
be overcome by private and faster network backbones. We consider
two target regions for this analysis - Africa and South America -
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Figure 6: Cloud access latency from probes in countries within (a) Africa and (b) South America to nearest cloud datacenters
within the same and in neighbouring continents.
since both host only a few datacenters, but are physically close to
well-served continents (North America and Europe, respectively).
Figure 6a shows the latency distributions of all measurements
recorded from African countries to nearest DCs within Africa, Europe, and North America. North African countries like Egypt (EG)
and Morocco (MA) have a relatively fast track to Europe due to
their physical proximity. Conversely, the path from these countries
to datacenters in South Africa is much longer, which manifests as
significantly higher access latency. Interestingly, we find that it is
faster for these countries to access North American datacenters via
undersea cables than in-land ones [16, 85]. Unsurprisingly, probes
from South Africa (ZA) have the quickest access to in-land cloud
since all three datacenters in the continents used for our measurements are colocated in nearing regions. The most interesting results
are shown by Kenya (KE) - a country in the central east side of
Africa, which is (almost) equidistant from Europe and South Africa.
Here we observe that the lowest median latency is achieved when
accessing ZA datacenters, albeit with significant variation. On the
other hand, it takes longer to access datacenters in Europe from
Kenya, but the distribution appears to be a lot more stable.
Figure 6b plots similar results for VPs in South American countries connecting to DCs in Brazil and NA. Notice that the lowest
latencies from the continent are measured from probes in Brazil
(BR) and Argentina (AR) when accessing the in-continent datacenters in BR. AR, being the furthest away, clocks the highest latency
towards NA datacenters. Results from Bolivia (BO) and Peru (PE)
are particularly interesting. Despite being geographically closer
to BR than NA, both countries have almost identical latency distributions for the two endpoint regions. This is a likely result of
high bandwidth submarine fiber cables connecting both countries
directly to North America [85]. Countries located in the north of the
continent, e.g., Colombia (CO), Ecuador (EC), and Venezuela (VE),
reach NA datacenters quicker than the SA ones. Once again, we
verify that cloud access latency is highly influenced by datacenter
distance (see BR and AR). However, our analysis also shows that
strong networking infrastructure can greatly help in case of local
datacenter scarcity (see BO and PE).

Takeaway — Networking infrastructure can play an instrumental
role in bringing down latencies for regions with sparse datacenter
deployments. Remote countries (such as Bolivia, Peru, and Kenya)

can achieve similar performance connecting to datacenters inland or within neighbouring continents due to a well-provisioned
networking backbone. However, for most countries within SA,
Africa, and Asia, physical proximity to datacenters is the driving
factor affecting overall access latencies.

5

INFLUENCE OF WIRELESS LAST-MILE

We leverage our traceroute measurements to analyze the impact
of the wireless last-mile on cloud access. We infer the last-mile as
the link segment between probe IP address and first hop within
ISP AS. Since Speedchecker Android probes can either use WiFi
or cellular links for connecting to the Internet, we divide them
into two broad categories - home and cell. As the name suggests,
home VPs are user devices deployed in home networks that use
WiFi as wireless connectivity. We identify such VPs through their
network paths which traverse a private first-hop (home router)
before ingressing the ISP AS. Within this set, we breakup last-mile
latency into 1) wireless inclusive, i.e., from the probe to ISP (SC
home [USR-ISP]) and 2) wireless exclusive, i.e., home router to ISP
(SC home [RTR-ISP]). The SC cell category includes measurements from VPs that have a direct one-hop link to ISP ASN. These
probes are, with high likelihood, user devices using cellular wireless medium to access the Internet, and the RTT of the last-mile
reflects latency between the device and the cellular tower. Keep in
mind that there are several caveats associated with our categorization approach, which may impact the accuracy of our inferences.
Firstly, the first hop responding to our traceroutes might not be
the basestation itself (home or cellular). As a result, our inferred
last-mile may include part of ISP internal network in addition to
the wireless media. Similarly, for connections to the Internet via a
VPN or carrier-grade NATs (CGN) [71], private addresses will be
translated to public IPs; which would directly impact our home-cell
probe classification. Secondly, previous research has shown that
latency estimates from traceroutes can be inflated due to path
inconsistencies, probe processing from underpowered networking
devices, and so on. [32, 55, 80]. Such delays are hard to accurately
detect post-measurement, and thus may unduly impact our study.
Last-mile share of user path to cloud. Figure 7a shows the percentage share of wireless last-mile to the overall cloud access latency for home probes (SC home [USR-ISP]) and cellular probes
(SC cell). Firstly, we find that the distribution of the latency share is
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(b) Absolute latency at the wireless last-mile for Speedchecker and
RIPE Atlas probes.

quite similar for both access technologies, irrespective of the probe
location. Secondly, the wireless last-mile accounts for a significant
share of the total cloud access latency and is higher in continents
with more provisioned cloud deployment (i.e., NA and EU.). The
result is somewhat expected as not only the overall latency to reach
the nearest datacenter is significantly lower within these regions
(see §4.1), the latency due to transit is also quite low due to significant deployment of cloud-owned WANs. As a result, the effect
of last-mile to overall cloud access latency is more pronounced
within these continents. In developing continents, such as Africa
and Asia, the percentage share of latency due to last-mile is much
smaller as paths to cloud traverse large geographical distances due
to relatively sparse datacenter deployment. We also observe that
the impact of the last-mile is higher in home probes than cellular
probes within developing regions compared to the rest of the globe.
Figure 19 in Appendix A.5 illustrates a similar percentage share
of last-mile access to end-to-end latency per probe, but only for
measurements towards the nearest cloud datacenter. The distribution trend remains fairly unchanged from Figure 7a and further
strengthens our inferences drawn above. However, we now find
that the latency due to the last-mile is more likely to be the primary
bottleneck – as it exceeds the 50% share almost globally.
To understand the behaviour of the last-mile further, we compare the absolute latency at the last-mile for both home and cellular
connections in Figure 7b. The plot also compares latency due to
the wired part of the home connection (SC home [RTR-ISP]) and
last-mile of probes in RIPE Atlas dataset (Atlas) (§4.2). The result indicates that the nature of last-mile (cellular or WiFi) has
little influence on the overall cloud access latency across the globe.
The latency distribution of path between probe and ISP is similar
across continents as the median value hovers around 20–25 ms for
both home and cellular connection types. Interestingly, last-mile
(irrespective of the access technology) borders close to the MTP
threshold (< 20 ms) worldwide. This indicates that even if a compute
edge server is deployed directly at the last-mile hop, the latency
due to wireless would make MTP almost unachievable for nextgeneration applications. We also find that the percentage share of
the last-mile latency is significantly lower for RIPE Atlas (≈20%)
(not shown in Figure 7a for brevity) compared to Speedchecker
(≈40%). Considering that the absolute latency due to last-mile in

Coeff. of Variation (Cv )

Figure 7: Impact of the wireless last-mile on the cloud access latency grouped by continents. SC home (USR-ISP) is the latency
between the VP and the ISP (via a home router), SC home (RTR-ISP) is the latency between the home router and the ISP, SC
cell is the latency between the VP and the first hop of cellular network, and Atlas is last-mile latency of RIPE Atlas probes.
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Figure 8: Coefficient of variation (𝐶 𝑣 ) of wireless last-mile
latencies across all measurements per Speedchecker probe
grouped by continents. Higher 𝐶 𝑣 indicates higher variation
in last-mile latencies of the probe. Similar 𝐶 𝑣 for both home
and cellular connections hints that the latencies at the lastmile are consistent (and similar) across geographical regions
and connectivity types.

Atlas is ≈10 ms (Figure 7b) provides further validation to the wired
nature of Atlas VP access connectivity. As a matter of fact, the
latencies from Atlas probes closely resemble the wired part of the
Speedchecker home-to-ISP path (SC home (RTR-ISP)).
The large discrepancy between relative and absolute numbers
for Africa in Figure 7 can be explained by the probe distribution
within the continent. Speedchecker only hosts a limited number
of home-based probes in Africa, almost all of which are deployed
in the southern part of the continent (coincidentally close to the
datacenters). The majority of the remaining (cellular-based) probes
(≈ 75%) are concentrated around the north of Africa (in countries
like Egypt, Algeria, etc.). This very skewed probe to datacenter
deployment distribution results in lower last-mile percentage shares
but higher absolute latencies for cellular probes - as their overall
path is longer while the last-mile latency stays relatively similar.
Consistency of the wireless access. Many networked services
(such as content delivery, live video analytics, etc.) care more about
consistent than absolute latencies to deliver optimal quality-ofexperience to their users [6]. Most of these applications usually
employ device buffers to handle long delays, which can react negatively to sudden latency peaks [54]. To understand the feasibility
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Figure 9: Coefficient of variation (𝐶 𝑣 ) of wireless last-mile
latencies across all measurements recorded from VPs in
two representative countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, North
America and Sounth America (denoted by different background colors in that particular order). We exclude 𝐶 𝑣 for
home probes in Africa (ZA & MA) due to insufficient measurement samples from home probes in these two countries.

of such applications over the cloud, we now analyze the latency
variation at the last-mile. Figure 8 plots the coefficient of variation
(𝐶 𝑣 ) of the last-mile access (both home and cellular) delays across
all measurements per probe across continents. The metric has been
used effectively in previous research to identify the quality and
stability of the wireless connection [84]. We calculate last-mile 𝐶 𝑣
as 𝜎/𝜇, where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of multiple measurements
per probe and 𝜇 is the mean. In a nutshell, 𝐶 𝑣 quantifies the extent
of variability with respect to the mean value at the last-mile of
each probe - higher values indicating higher variations in latency.
We calculate 𝐶 𝑣 for all <probe, datacenter> pairs with at least 10
samples. The result shows that both WiFi-based home probes and
cellular probes show similar variation across time, with the median
𝐶 𝑣 hovering around 0.5. Correlating the results with the absolute
latency achieved by home and cellular probes (Figure 7b) confirms
that all currently deployed wireless access technologies have similar behaviors and account for a significant portion of the latency to
the cloud. Figure 9 sheds more light on our results and shows 𝐶 𝑣
of probes in two representative countries in each continent. Even
though the plot illustrates subtle stability differences in last-mile
delays across different countries, the state, and latencies due to the
wireless media is comparable (and significant) throughout the globe.
While new technologies like 5G promise to improve the last-mile
connectivity, preliminary studies measuring its current deployment
in-the-wild show minimal improvements over existing technologies [64, 65]. However, since 5G deployment is still in its nascent
stages, its performance is expected to improve in the future [69].
Takeaway — Despite significant efforts to improve network connectivity, the last-mile link continues to be the primary bottleneck
for cloud providers. As the coveted hop remains out of cloud operator’s influence, latencies due to wireless will make support for
latency-critical applications difficult - unless the wireless media
improves significantly.

CLOUD & ISP INTERCONNECTIONS

Our study till now has focused on understanding the state of cloud
access across the globe and how user-side of the network impacts
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Figure 10: Different ISP-cloud interconnections globally. Direct indicates direct peering between probe ISP and cloud
WAN. Paths traversing one AS indicates likely presence of
a private transit provider while paths with more on-route
ASes possibly showcases cloud providers relying on the public Internet for connectivity.

overall latencies. As noted in §2.3, cloud providers have made significant investments for shortening the path between tenant ISP
and their private WAN by setting up direct and private peering
agreements globally. In this section, we isolate the occurrences of
such undertakings by the cloud providers in our measurements and
analyze their possible impact on reducing user latencies.

6.1

Identifying ISP-Cloud Peering.

To accurately identify interconnections between VP ISPs and cloud
providers, we remove any unresponsive IP addresses and map the
remaining to their respective ASes using the methodology described
in §3.3. We identify and tag any IXPs on a path using CAIDA [17]
and PeeringDB [1] datasets, and remove them from AS-level topology as they only act as points of traffic exchange. Further, we classify paths where the cloud and probe ISP AS are directly connected
neighbours as direct peering. Paths where an intermediate AS acts
as transit between cloud and VP ISP are tagged as private peering.
Finally, paths with more than one transit ASes are categorized as
public Internet. Please note that our peering relationship identification may include several artifacts. Firstly, it is not guaranteed
that IXP hops will show up in traceroutes, and therefore we might
miss classify routes that traverse via IXPs as direct. Secondly, since
we conduct our measurements from probes outside of cloud and
ISP networks, our resulting traceroutes may not include router
hops within these WANs, thus resulting in mis-identification of
interconnections. A more complete approach for accurately identifying cloud peering relationships would be to simultaneously
measure from both client-side (like this study) and from within
cloud networks (like [8, 74]). Finally, different ISPs globally may
have different peering relationships with the cloud providers, and
by grouping them together we may miss out on regional-specific
routing trends. While we do shed some light on country-specific
peering case studies in §6.2 and Appendix A.4, a thorough examination of routing relationships between ISPs and cloud providers is
required (similar to [9]), which we plan to undertake in future.
Figure 10 shows the percentage breakup of paths belonging to
the three interconnection categories for all cloud providers in our
target list. Our results verify the advertised backbone network type
of cloud providers shown in Table 1. Majority of the connections
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We now turn our attention towards understanding the impact of
direct ISP-cloud peering interconnections on user cloud access latency. For a thorough analysis, we choose to focus on measurements
from Europe (VPs in Germany to DCs in the UK) and Asia (VPs in
Japan to DCs in India). Cloud providers have been known to focus
their infrastructure investments within Europe and North America, to maximize their profits from the existing user base [67, 92].
However, these continents are already well-provisioned with a reliable Internet backbone and have remained within the limelight
of networking innovation for decades [19, 42, 88]. Previous studies
have shown that the benefits of private cloud WANs decrease with
decreasing geographical distance between user and datacenter [8],
and as evident from Table 1, users in both EU and NA have several
options for accessing the nearest DC. Comparatively, DC deployment in continents such as Asia, SA, and Africa, is highly scattered
- favoring only a few select countries. As a result, the impact of
using privately managed WANs operated by the cloud providers
should be more noticeable within these regions. To keep the analysis comparative across these two continents, we select Germany
and Japan as originating countries since both have a dense availability of Speedchecker VPs (see Figure 1b). Similarly, UK and India
are selected as endpoints since both have DC deployment from
almost all providers in our target list. With this analysis, we aim to
understand the continent-specific routing policies set up by cloud
providers to transport tenant traffic. We provide more case studies
within these continents, specifically Bahrain VPs to India DCs (for
Asia) and Ukraine VPs to UK DCs (for Europe) in Appendix A.4 to
strengthen the inferences we draw in this section.
Figures 12 and 13 highlight the impact of using different cloudISP interconnections in Europe and Asia, respectively. Let’s first
focus our attention on Europe. Figure 12a shows the different peering types used by German ISPs2 while transporting traffic bound
to cloud providers. The color denotes the percentage of paths belonging to the majority interconnection type between the ISP and
the cloud provider. The result validates our findings in Figure 10.
The three hypergiants - Amazon, Google, and Microsoft - exclusively peer directly with almost all serving ISPs in Germany. As a
result, the majority of traffic originating from Germany towards
DCs of these providers traverses a very “flat” Internet – avoiding
even the transit Tier-1 [9]. For other cloud operators, except for
traffic originating from Telefonica (AS 6805) towards Alibaba and
Vodafone (AS 3209) towards DigitalOcean, almost all German ISPs
route their traffic via private interconnection facilities that support the PoP of that provider. We also find that as a medium-sized
operator, IBM uses a combination of direct and private interconnects to support tenant traffic. However, it also exchanges traffic
at public IXPs more than any of its contemporaries. The trend of
setting up direct peering agreements by hypergiants repeats for
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Figure 11: Degree of pervasiveness of different cloud
providers globally. High pervasiveness in Google, Microsoft
and Amazon routes shows that majority of routers on enduser’s path to the nearest DC are within ASes owned and
operated by the providers themselves.

bound to networks of the three hypergiants – Amazon, Google, and
Microsoft – bypass transit providers altogether, as tenant traffic
from serving ISPs directly peers into the provider’s private WANs.
For client ISP without direct peering, we find that cloud providers increasingly employ carrier peering via private Tier-1 ISPs (e.g., Telia
carrier - AS1299, GTT comm. - AS3257, etc.). Private peering interconnections are used by almost all cloud providers as the peering
providers host edge PoPs for multiple operators [2]. Medium-sized
cloud providers, e.g., IBM and DigitalOcean, benefit greatly from
private peering as their private WANs are still localized, and they
can divert their investments into expanding their infrastructure
by deploying more datacenters [27]. We find that IBM follows a
hybrid interconnection approach as it relies on private peering
for shorter paths (concentrated mainly within Europe and North
America) but public transit for longer paths (mostly in Asia). Lastly,
we find that paths destined to small-sized cloud providers, such
as Linode, Vultr, and Oracle, often include two or more on-path
ASes, likely hinting routing via the public Internet. Interestingly,
Alibaba, despite its massive datacenter and private WAN deployment [4], also uses public Internet paths to interconnect users to its
cloud regions. We attribute this behavior to the low availability of
Speedchecker probes in China (see Fig. 1b), which does not provide
us visibility into Alibaba’s primary operational region. Outside of
China, Alibaba operates its datacenters as independent “islands",
only allowing ingress into their WAN via public transit providers.
We also analyze the router-level traceroute data and calculate
pervasiveness in Figure 11. We define pervasiveness as the ratio
between the number of routers owned by the cloud providers to
the overall path length to the cloud. High pervasiveness degree
hints at most of the end-user route to the cloud to be owned, controlled and operated by the provider themselves – highlighting
the reach of their private WAN. We find that pervasiveness of the
cloud providers follows a similar trend to the AS-level hop distribution; with Google, Microsoft, and Amazon owning more than
60% of the path in almost every continent. Similarly, providers with
two or more ASes only own ≈20% of routers on a path, further
strengthening the correctness of our methodology to identify types
of ISP-cloud interconnections.
Takeaway — Hypergiant cloud providers (Amazon, Google, Microsoft) usually have direct peering with clients’ ISPs (> 50%)

2 We
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Figure 12: Case study of ISP-cloud peering in Europe. Figure 12a identifies peering interconnections from German
ISPs to DCs in the UK. The color denotes the percentage of
paths in <ISP, cloud> that used the same interconnection
type. Figure 12b compares the impact of different interconnection on cloud access latency.

Figure 13: Case study of ISP-cloud peering in Asia. Figure 13a identifies peering interconnections from Japanese
ISP to DCs in India. The color denotes the percentage of
paths in <ISP, cloud> that used same interconnection type.
Figure 13b compares the impact of different interconnection
on cloud access latency.

Japanese ISPs as well (Figure 13a) – with the exception of Amazon
traffic originating from NTT (AS 4713). Interestingly, we find that
DigitalOcean strictly relies on the public Internet for transporting
tenant traffic in Asia. We attribute this behaviour to the possible
lack of PoP deployment for the cloud provider within the continent.
It must be noted here that the transit fabric differs based on the
region of the targeted DC. For example, in the case of Japan, we find
that for traffic ingress into cloud provider’s WAN (that does not
support direct peering) is transited over NTT (AS2914) when both
the VP and the DC are co-located within Japan. On the other hand,
traffic from VPs in Japan to DCs in India is handled by TATA Comm.
(AS6453) for transit. Keep in mind that this behavior is missing in
paths over direct peering links where the cloud provider directly
handles all of the ingress traffic from tenant’s ISP.
Figure 12b compares the impact of direct peering agreements
versus other interconnections on user-to-cloud latency within Europe. For increased confidence, we only show latency values for
<peering type, cloud provider> pairs – if at least 100 measurements were made for that group. We observe that direct peering
between ISPs and cloud operators has minimal effect on cloud access latency between Germany and UK. Latency distributions of
the two interconnection categories are quite similar across all cloud
providers – indicating that the user latency to the cloud is affected
more by geographical distances (§4.3) than routing. We also find
minimal latency differences between paths using private peering
and public Internet connecting Germany and the UK. The inference

remains true for paths between Ukrainian ISPs and DCs in UK (see
Figure 17 in Appendix A.4), showcasing the after-effects of significant innovations in the backhaul within the continent that has left
little margin for overheads due to network management.
The trend, however, differs significantly in paths from Japanese
VPs to Indian DCs (see Figure 13b). While the median cloud access latencies are comparable across providers, we find that direct
peering significantly reduces the latency variations in the connection (notice shorter box heights in the plot). This result could be
a possible outcome of cloud provider’s investment into undersea
cables [58, 79]. To investigate this further, we plot the interconnections between VPs in Bahrain to same DCs in India (see Figure 18b
in Appendix A.4). Since these two countries are connected by land,
routing within these regions is not dependent on common undersea
cables. Here we observe a significant latency difference between
direct and indirect interconnections, with direct peering achieving
consistently shorter latencies.
Similar to the study by Arnold et al. [8], we observe that privately
interconnecting paths in Europe can either ingress cloud WAN close
to the VP or the server. While different ingress location can affect
user path length differently (≈30% reduction when ingress is close
to VP), we found little to no impact of this behaviour on overall
access latency. On the other hand, direct peering paths from Japan
almost always ingresses cloud WAN within the country itself.

Cloudy with a Chance of Short RTTs

Takeaway — Direct peering between cloud and ISP has almost
negligible impact on cloud access latency in Europe; showcasing
the already well-provisioned public backbone within the region.
In Asia, direct peering significantly reduces the long latency tails,
which can be especially useful for cloud-backed immersive applications. For in-land interconnections within the continent, direct
peering also improves the median latency by a significant margin.
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DISCUSSION

Although our experiments cover a wide range of scenarios, we are
inherently limited by the measurement platforms and the nature of
network connections. Analysis based on traceroutes, such as ours,
are susceptible to inconsistencies from asymmetric forwarding and
reverse paths [26, 32]. Likewise, traceroutes only provide us the
base network latency between the measurement points. The actual
user-observed delay at the application level can be higher due to
processing and internal queueing. In this respect, our reported latencies represent the best-case scenario and can be considered as lower
bounds on achievable performance. Our final limitation comes from
the Speedchecker platform. Our experiments over Speedchecker do
not include the last-mile access type (WiFi/cellular) throughout the
duration of the measurement. As a result, our analysis inferring the
type of wireless access through traceroutes can contain several
false positives – including possible switches between WiFi and
cellular within the measurement test duration.
In light of the factors affecting cloud access latencies for Internet
uses on a global scale, we now discuss the utility of deploying
compute edge servers outside of the cloud domain.
Which networks can live without the edge? Our results indicate that the latencies to the cloud in regions with dense datacenter
deployments are quite stable, regardless of the wired or wireless
last-mile connectivity. Developing regions, with poorer connections to cloud datacenters show much more promise for bringing
services closer to the users, such as via edge computing [23]. Many
of these regions would see considerable improvements in connectivity even with a sparser edge deployment, e.g., via a regional edge
or a small datacenter [59, 62]. Developed regions with many cloud
datacenters can only see benefits when the deployment of edge is
very dense and widely spread, hence their capabilities would not be
much improved by edge. Considering that the investments required
to set up an edge infrastructure would exceed cloud investments in
peering and private WANs, the final preference is likely going to
be dictated by the responsible entity, e.g., ISPs would prefer to use
the edge while cloud would likely extend their existing WAN.
Which applications can live without edge? As our results show,
out of the three key latency thresholds (§2.1), cloud is able to satisfy HRT in almost all of the measured cases, and HPL is easily
achievable in regions with denser datacenter deployments. However, when it comes to MTP-constrained applications, the picture
becomes muddier. As showcased in §5, the absolute wireless lastmile latencies are already on the order of 20+ ms, which makes
MTP-constrained applications infeasible, unless all of the processing happens on-board the mobile device. The results hold true for all
of the regions and are independent of the density of cloud datacenters. While wireless last-mile latencies can be expected to decrease
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(e.g., 5G promising latencies down to 1 ms), it is far from certain
whether the reduction would be substantial enough to enable edge
deployments since the latency overhead due to transit is minimal
(at least in developed regions). But already now, cloud can fully
support both HRT and HPL-based applications to an increasing
extent. MTP-constrained applications are not really feasible, especially with wireless last-mile, and barring dramatic improvements
in wireless technology, are likely to remain infeasible.
While peering agreements between operators help ensure lower
latency variations, our results do not indicate that they would
markedly reduce the base latencies (especially in regions with a
well-provisioned public backhaul). More consistent latencies will
aid applications as they make the network more predictable [61].
For example, a video streaming service can make more accurate
estimates about the need for buffering and optimize video quality
better when the network is stable. Deploying edge servers would
help reduce the base latency, which would be beneficial to many
applications. However, as discussed above, for many applications,
the base latencies are already short enough, so it is not clear what
benefits an extensive investment in edge deployment would bring.
It should be stressed that our analysis focuses on network performance issues, and other considerations for edge, such as locality,
privacy, etc., are beyond our current scope. As our results show little
compelling technical reasons aiding large edge deployments, these
non-technical factors should be the focus of future investigations.

8

CONCLUSION

Over the past decade, cloud providers have made significant investments for widening their global infrastructure by deploying new
datacenters and expanding their private WANs to become much
closer to their clients. Furthermore, cloud providers also employ
services of colocation facilities and private interconnects hosting
their edge PoPs that allows tenant traffic to completely bypass
public Internet paths. In this work, we investigate the impact of
such cloud advances on overall access latencies for real Internet
users globally. Our results show that cloud performance is almost
consistent and comparable across providers in continents hosting
developed countries due to significant datacenter availability. In
developing regions, user latency to the cloud is largely sub-optimal
and highly influenced by geographical distance. It is also within
these regions, the effects of investments in private WAN and direct
ISP peering are more pronounced, as the cloud providers can deliver consistent (and in some areas lower) latencies. Finally, we find
that the wireless last-mile is still the primary bottleneck in user
cloud access irrespective of the geographical region, hinting at the
significant room for research for improving wireless performance.
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APPENDICES

Appendices include supporting material that has not been peerreviewed.

A.1

Speedchecker VP Infrastructure

still comparable. The chasm between the two is largest in Africa,
where latencies over TCP tend to be lower compared to ICMP. Here,
we must point out that latency differences between the two protocols can be a likely side-effect of the measurement tool itself.
Previous research has shown that traceroute is susceptible to inconsistent latency inflations due to path inconsistencies [32, 55, 80].
On the other hand, measurements over ICMP can be affected by
load balancers/firewalls in cloud WANs which can route packets
over longer paths, put them in lower priority queues, or drop them
altogether [43]. In this regard, measurements over TCP are guaranteed to be end-to-end and provide a close estimate of connection
latencies encountered by real applications operating in the cloud.

A.3

Speedchecker vs. RIPE Atlas – <city, AS>

Figure 14: Distribution of 115000+ Speedchecker probes used
in this study grouped by their geographical “closeness”.
Figure 14 showcases the geographical distribution of Speedchecker probes used in this study grouped based on their “closeness”
density. Denser deployment of probes is denoted by greener hues.
The illustration provides further granularity to the Speedchecker
probe deployment shown in Figure 1b. The most noteworthy is the
scattered availability of probes in both north and south of Africa –
which drives up latencies towards in-continent datacenter deployment within the continent (see Figure 4). This deployment trend
differs significantly from RIPE Atlas [22], where both the probes
and the targeted datacenters are within close geographical proximity. The figure highlights how geographical deployment density and
availability of vantage points belonging to different measurement
platforms can affect the outcome of the resulting analysis.

A.2
400

ICMP vs. TCP Probe-to-Cloud Latencies

Figure 16: Latency differences between measurements from
Speechecker and RIPE Atlas in same <city, ASN> towards
the nearest DC. The left side denotes samples where Speedchecker is faster, while the right side shows Atlas to be
faster.
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To further investigate the impact of different measurement platforms on global cloud accessibility and reachability (see §4.2), we
300
plot the cumulative differences in latencies from probes located in
the same city with the first hop within the same ASN. Within this
200
analysis we filter measurements over probe that are handled by
100
the same serving ISP in similar locations – thereby providing an
apples-to-apples comparison between the two platforms. Figure 16
0
shows our results. Since we were unable to find enough probe inAF
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tersections across the two platforms in Africa, South America and
Oceania (largely due to sparse probe availability in RIPE Atlas in
Figure 15: Difference between end-to-end latencies over
these regions), we exclude the results from these continents.
ICMP and TCP in Speedchecker grouped by continents.
The result strengthens our analysis in §4.2, highlighting the significant connectivity and deployment differences between the two
Figure 15 plots the end-to-end latencies recorded over ICMP
protocols. Only a fraction of Speedchecker probes in North America
traceroute and TCP pings over Speedchecker VPs for each <country, and Europe achieve better latencies than RIPE Atlas, but for the
datacenter> pairing grouped by continents. For regions with
large majority RIPE Atlas is significantly faster than Speedchecker.
dense and highly managed network backhaul (i.e., Europe, North
In Asia, Atlas is always faster – hinting at the impact of wired vs.
America and Oceania), our result shows little-to-no difference bewireless access differences on overall latency. We plan to conduct
tween the latencies over two protocols. In Asia and South America,
measurements over Speedchecker wired probes in future to thorTCP and ICMP latencies show minor differences (especially at 75th
oughly investigate the affect of deployment (managed vs. home) on
percentiles), however, the median latencies over both protocols are
end-to-end cloud latency.
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Figure 17: Another case study of ISP-cloud peering in Europe. (a) identifies peering interconnections from Ukrainian
ISPs to DCs in the United Kingdom while (b) shows impact
of those interconnections on cloud access latency.

Figure 18: Another case study of ISP-cloud peering in Asia.
(a) identifies peering interconnections from Bahrainian ISPs
to DCs in India while (b) shows impact of those interconnections on cloud access latency.

A.4

Cloud-ISP Peering Additional Case Studies

In §6.2 we analyzed the impact of different cloud-ISP peering interconnections in Europe (from German ISPs to UK cloud DCs) and
Asia (from Japanese ISPs to UK cloud DCs). However, our analysis
can be considered incomplete due to the following reasons. Firstly,
the affect of peering within Europe cannot be accurately assessed by
only focusing on interconnections between the two countries (DE
and UK) that are largely known for their well-provisioned network
backhaul. Secondly, Japan-to-India connectivity does not pose itself
as the most compelling use-case for peering in Asia since Japan also
has a well-provisioned Internet backhaul (barring its dependence
on submarine cables for global connectivity) along with a dense
deployment of datacenters within the country itself.
To generalize our analysis on ISP-cloud peering within these
two continents, we present additional connectivity case studies. For
Europe, we examine the connections from VPs in Ukraine (UA) to
DCs in the UK (see Figure 17). For Asia, we analyze peering between
serving ISPs from Bahrain (BH) to DCs in India (see Figure 18). The
colors in Figure 17a and Figure 18a denote the percentage of paths
in <ISP, cloud> pairings that used the same interconnection type.
We refer the reader to §6.1 for our methodology on identifying
ISP-cloud interconnections. Figure 17b and Figure 18b compares
the impact of different interconnection types on cloud access latency. It must be noted that both UA and BH have no local DC
availability and must rely on deployment in other countries within
the continent via in-land backhaul for cloud connectivity.
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Figure 19: Share of wireless last-mile to the end-to-end latency towards nearest cloud from Speedchecker probes.

We observe that the peering trend in Europe is largely repeatable as the hypergiant cloud providers (Google, Amazon, and Microsoft) have set up direct peering interconnections with most
of the Ukrainian ISPs. Similar to our observations in §6.2, we do
not see a significant latency advantage for measurements over direct vs. indirect peering links as both achieve comparable median
end-to-end latencies. The trend, however, departs significantly for
Bahrain-India connections. We find that direct interconnections between these two countries are less common – other than Microsoft
and Google peering directly with a handful of serving ISPs. The
rest of the cloud providers either provide connectivity via private
interconnects or via a public backhaul. Interestingly, here we see a
clear latency advantage of direct peering over other interconnection types – with direct peering links achieving significantly lower
latencies than their counterparts.
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A.5

Last-mile Latency Share to Closest Cloud

Figure 19 shows the percentage share of wireless last-mile to endto-end latency towards the nearest cloud datacenter per probe.
The result accompanies our last-mile share analysis in §5. Here,
SC home denotes the last-mile access share of home probes in
Speedchecker that likely use WiFi for connectivity. On the other
hand, SC cell are Speedchecker probes that are likely accessing the
cloud via cellular connectivity. The result is similar to those shown
in Figure 7a. Firstly, we find that the type of last-mile access (cellular
vs. WiFi) does not impact much differently as both technologies
exhibit almost similar latency shares. Secondly, the latency at the
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last-mile is more pronounced for measurements towards the closest
datacenter (understandably so since the overall latency is now much
shorter). Here we find that the last-mile can account for most of the
connection latency (almost 50% on the global scale) – showcasing
it as the primary bottleneck affecting cloud connectivity. Finally, at
first glance, only within Africa does cellular connectivity seem to
outperform home WiFi connections consistently. However, as noted
in §5, this trend is a likely artifact of geographic probe availability
within the continent, as most of the home probes are in the south
closer to the in-continent DCs while cellular probes are mostly
located in the north of the continent (see Appendix A.1).

